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Hi, this is Geoff Johnston from Empire Life Investments. I manage bond portfolios here and I 
thought I would be timely to record a brief Off-the-Cuff video given the recent rise in bond yields 
that we have seen lately. Actually yields have been rising for a number of months. For example, 
the 10-year US Treasury bond yield is up from a low of around 0.50% last year at the depths of 
COVID-19, to over 1.50% recently. So bond yields have basically tripled from their lows. 
 
Up until now, investors have taken the rise in bond yields in stride. I think mainly because the rise 
has been fairly slow and steady.  But this latest move higher has caused some nervousness, 
mainly because it has been a sharper rise than previously. That has caused fears that it may 
derail the recovery and the markets. 
 
We believe that nervousness is unwarranted. The reason that bond yields were so low in the first 
place was due to very unusual circumstances, related to the whole COVID situation. Even after 
the recent rise, we are barely back to where we were pre-COVID.  
 
The other reason why investors are a little more nervous is because real yields have risen. Real 
yields are regular yields adjusted for inflation. Real yields have risen but from deeply negative 
territory. In fact, they are still quite negative  
 
So we think the higher bond yields (whether nominal or real) are actually a positive thing because 
it reflects a growing confidence in the economy and that we may finally be getting back to normal 
after a long and difficult period for pretty much everyone around the world.  
 
And not only are bond yields returning back to normal, but so is the yield curve. For those of you 
who may be unfamiliar, the yield curve is simply a chart of yields of various maturities, starting 
from the shortest maturity out to the longest maturity. When the longer term yields are much 
higher than the shorter term yields, we call that a steep yield curve.  
 
Yield curves are one of the most important leading indicators that economists use to forecast the 
economy. The fact that the curve is quite steep right now is a very positive and healthy 
development. A steep yield curve is also very good for the banks, because it allows them to earn 
a bigger spread on their lending business. Given that monetary policy works through the banking 
system, healthy banks are key for the markets and for the economy in general. 
 
But it is not all rosy out there for the bond market. To be fair, inflationary pressures do appear to 
be building. Leading inflation indicators like commodities are currently very strong, especially 
copper and lumber which are at multi-year highs. Oil has also been on the rise, which may be the 
most important commodity as far as broader inflation is concerned. 
 
Breakeven inflation, which is a measure of what the bond market is expecting inflation to be. 
Breakeven inflation is currently around 1.7% which is certainly up from its lows but still within the 
central bank’s comfort zone. The Bank of Canada does not appear to be too concerned about 
inflation at this point, and views the recent rise as more of a temporary phenomenon related to 
COVID. 



 
There has been some speculation that the bond market disagrees with that assessment, and that 
they are trying to test the central banks, but I don’t believe that is true. As I mentioned, bond 
yields are barely back to pre-COVID levels and are still very low by historical standards. The bond 
market does not appear to be overly concerned about inflation over the longer term. 
 
In summary, it looks to us like the bond market is simply reflecting a return to normal rather than 
anything more serious. 
 
But we will continue to monitor things very closely and keep you informed if anything changes. 
 
Thanks for listening and good luck out there. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Segregated Fund contracts are issued by The Empire Life Insurance Company (“Empire Life”). 
Empire Life Investments Inc. is the Portfolio Manager of the Empire Life segregated funds. 
Empire Life Investments Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Empire Life Insurance 
Company. A description of the key features of the individual variable insurance contract is 
contained in the Information Folder for the product being considered. Any amount that is 
allocated to a segregated fund is invested at the risk of the contract owner and may 
increase or decrease in value. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. All 
returns are calculated after taking expenses, management and administration fees into account. 
  
This document includes forward-looking information that is based on the opinions and views of 
Empire Life Investments Inc. as of the date stated and is subject to change without notice. This 
information should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell nor should it be relied 
upon as investment, tax or legal advice. Information contained in this report has been obtained 
from third party sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Empire Life 
Investments Inc. and its affiliates do not warrant or make any representations regarding the use 
or the results of the information contained herein in terms of its correctness, accuracy, timeliness, 
reliability, or otherwise, and does not accept any responsibility for any loss or damage that results 
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associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual 
funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not 
be repeated.   
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